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Stunning Digital Photography is much more than a book; it's a hands-on, self-paced photography
class with over 12 hours of online training videos and free help from the author and other readers.
That's why award-winning author and photographer Tony Northrup's book is the #1 photography
e-book with over 100,000 readers. This book gives you five innovations no other book offers: 1)
Free video training. Watch over 12 hours of fast-paced, hands-on video tutorials integrated into the
book to support and reinforce the lessons. View the videos using any web browser or by scanning
QR codes with your smartphone. 2) Hands-on practices. Complete the practices at the end of every
chapter to get the real world experience you need. 3) Practice quizzes. At the end of Chapters 2-13
you have the option of taking an online quiz to apply what you learned in the chapter and make sure
you didn't miss anything important. 4) Classroom support. Join an author led private community of
supportive, helpful people who also want to improve their photography. 5) Free ebook with lifetime
updates. When you buy the book and join the private Stunning Digital Photography readers
community, you can download the ebook and copy it to your smartphone or ereader for easy
reference. The ebook is regularly updated with new content and videos as new photography trends
and equipment emerge, so it never becomes outdated. In this book, beginner photographers will
master: * Using composition to take great photos with any camera * Adjusting exposure to control
the brightness of your photos * Setting your shutter speed to freeze action or blur motion *
Controlling your aperture to blur or focus the background * Setting your ISO for bright and dark
environments * Finding beautiful natural light for landscapes and portraits * Using flash without the
ugly effects * Troubleshooting blurry, dark, and bad pictures * Taking great pictures of pets * Wildlife
photography (mammals, birds, insects, fish, and more) * Taking pictures at night, including
fireworks, stars, and meteors * Photographing sunrises, sunsets, landscapes, cityscapes, flowers,
forests, waterfalls, rivers, fireworks, and more Advanced photographers can skip forward to learn
the pro's secrets for: * Posing men and women, with checklists * Taking candid, casual, formal, and
underwater portraits * Using RAW files * Using HDR to overcome lighting challenges or create art *
Macro/close-up photography * Using diffusers, reflectors, and other light modifiers * Remotely
triggering multiple flashes for inexpensive studio lighting * Building a permanent studio in your home
* Using studio lighting on any budget * Shooting your first wedding * High speed photography *
Location scouting/finding the best spots and times * Planning shoots around the sun and moon *
Creating star trails using two techniques: long exposure and image stacking * Light painting *
Eliminating noise * Focus stacking for infinite depth-of-field * Underwater photography * Getting
close to wildlife * Using electronic shutter triggers
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I have recently purchased a Nikon 3100 and bought the corresponding "dummies" book, which
about matches my photography expertise. So, now I know how to use my new camera....right?
Nope. Now I need education on how to take photographs with my fancy new toy so that they look
better than my iPhone snapshots. Enter Tony's book. Since there are a ton of reviews on the paper
version, you can pretty much figure out that the content is excellent. I will focus on the electronic
version.First of all, this is a great book in any form--hard copy or ebook. However, as far as I can
tell, there are a bunch of great paper books out there on DSLR photography. When I downloaded
the Kindle sample and read through it, I knew that the ebook format was the way to go.I've owned a
Kindle since version 1, and now own the Fire. Tony's book should be a primer on how to properly
create an ebook. The embedded links and videos, as well as the ability to grab the sample photos
and enlarge for detailed study (need an Internet connection for the latter two items) is invaluable to
rank photography newbs like me. The videos are top-notch and contain many side-by-side
examples of how pictures are improved when applying the techniques that are covered in the video.
The videos are stuck in the appropriate place in the book, which leads to excellent learning flow as
you build on the lessons. The experiences on the Kindle Fire and the iPad and PC Kindle apps are
equally excellent.Tony has indicated that he plans on improving and updating the ebook contents,
which all buyers will be able to download as they become available. This is a refreshing change to
the "quick scan, make a buck and forget" mentality that the big publishers follow. I will try to update
my review as this new content becomes available.Finally, the price. Tony has evidently not

subscribed to the overpriced ebook mentality that has been the source of thousands of complaints
on . Compared to the phyiscal version, he is charging about half. Obviously Tony wants to sell many
books reasonably rather than try to gouge us buyers. Again, very refreshing.I am looking forward to
improving my nonexistent skills over the years using Tony's book as my teacher. No matter which
version you buy, you will do well. However, I strongly suggest you go for the ebook.

UPDATED ON 12/10/2014:----------------------Well, it's been almost 3 years since I got this book and
it's been a great journey. Couple of updates:- Love the fact that this e-book is with me all the time.
Whenever I need to check or read up on something I can pull it up on the Kindle (which I rarely use),
or on my desktop PC or even on the phone while traveling (with the kindle reader apps). The latest
and greatest updated version of this book just flows through to the device of your choice instantly. I
love that aspect and it really helps to fine tune your photography at leisure or whenever that great
light and fantastic place happens and you just have to click, but wished you could check on some
particular info.- The Facebook group for SDP has really grown by leaps and bounds in terms of
quality as well as quantity. Lots of actually 'stunning' images are posted there everyday and get
feedback from the active community which has photographers of all skill and equipment levels. Also
there are weekly monthly challenges at times.- Recently in the Facebook group, I have been seeing
many updates from readers about their pictures being published in magazines and they thank this
book for helping them. Personally, that to me feels like the kind of the highest acknowledgement for
this book and author.- There is also a separate website for this book. It's free for anyone who has
purchased the book and is a great community to post your pictures, get feedback and also get some
'inside information' from the SDP world.- The authors have a fun and interactive live web session
once in a while where they give updates happening in the photography world and also they provide
comments and advice on photos posted by readers.- The different lighting setups mentioned in the
book are great and have been really enjoying making pictures with those recently.- Love the video
updates that keep coming once in a while. It takes learning to a whole new level. Keep 'em
coming!UPDATED ON 05/21/2013:----------------------Having spent many months with this book, here
are a few updates to my earlier review:- There are a ton of advanced photography techniques
covered in this book: Underwater, Star Trails, Macro, Light painting, advanced lighting techniques,
etc. So it never gets boring or exhausted. As a amateur or pro photographer, there is always some
challenge or technique that you can move on to.- The Facebook group for this book is great and
everyday one can see great images clicked by readers of this book.- Great updated gear-buying
advice- Did I already say this books keeps getting better with time? I have seen a number of great

updates since, a lot of them based on reader feedback and needs.----------------------This is a
fantastic find and really helped me get a lot from my DSLR camera. Excellent instructions, tons of
pictures and a friendly writing style makes one feel as if a pro photographer is guiding you step by
step and teaching you his tricks. There are exercises that help you retain what you learn. I
recommend you do the exercises (if you are new to the technique) and not just read the book
passively. That way you can employ those techniques when actually shooting pictures.I was under
the impression that pro photographers always whipped out their cameras and right away shot their
for-the-magazines-final pictures with each click. I felt editing a photograph was not ok and there
were so many other myths that I had as a newbie. Being in the field for quite some time, Tony
explains the need to persevere, take hundreds of pictures, keep just the good ones and discard the
rest, edit and touch-up as required and so many things that made taking great pictures seem so
much feasible and accessible to me. (Yes, most great work is still 99% perspiration as of today.)This
book does not dabble in a lot of unnecessary camera lingo and settings, but just what's necessary
coupled with tips and techniques to actually get those pictures. While a photography student will not
mind studying all the alphabets, others like me appreciate getting straight to the point on how to get
a good portrait, how to get a good landscape, what are the pitfalls to avoid, etc. So this book works
great in that respect. The author mainly gives Canon/Nikon examples, but they work well for
someone like me using a Sony DSLR.The organization of the book is great. The resources it
mentions and links are great. The constant updates the author is committed to is amazing. Just
yesterday, months after its release, I saw a new video added into YouTube for this book (which will
make into the pages of the digital edition soon). Lots of great accessories are explained. Tony
keeps in touch with the readers through the book's Facebook page and that is a great personal
touch the author puts in.I think it will be great if the index was a little more expanded with
subheadings (at least the major ones). The other day I was looking for information on RAW files (I
remember reading it earlier in this book) but had a hard time finding its location.Overall an excellent
resource for newbies and others alike. I have already recommended it to many and will continue to
do so.
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